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DARIUS: A Digital Twin to Improve the
Performance of Quantum Key Distribution

Morteza Ahmadian , Marc Ruiz , Jaume Comellas , and Luis Velasco

Abstract—Polarization encoded Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD) is attracting great attention as it generates unlimitedly and
unconditionally secure keys for different use cases. Despite its the-
oretical excellence based on quantum physics, commercial optical
devices supporting QKD systems lack precision, which highly limits
the final Key Exchange Rate (KER) of the system. Beside optical
component imperfections, eavesdropping and unpredicted environ-
mental events occurred in the quantum channel increase quantum
Bit Error Rate (qBER), which leads to further KER reduction.
In this article, we propose DARIUS, a digital twin for polarization
encoded QKD systems that bridges the gap between perfect theoret-
ical QKD systems and real implementations to: i) address optical
components’ non-ideal behavior; ii) discern eavesdropping from
high qBER; and iii) dynamically compensate for environmental
events. Taking advantage of DARIUS, even moderate eavesdrop-
ping rates can be distinguished from qBER. Moreover, significant
improvement in proactive environmental event compensation is
achieved, as DARIUS can derive proper optical component tuning.

Index Terms—Machine learning, polarization-encoded quantum
key distribution (QKD), quantum digital twin.

I. INTRODUCTION

QUANTUM Key Distribution (QKD) is opening a new
era for secure communications since it enables the dis-

tribution of unlimited secret keys between two distant parties
[1]. Nonetheless, because of the very low power of the optical
signal, QKD requires devices with high-precision, which in-
creases their cost and limits the deployment of QKD systems.
In polarization-encoded QKD, the BB84 protocol proposed in
[2] defines a Quantum Transmitter (QTx) mapping randomly
and privately selected pairs<bit, basis> (qubit) onto one linear
State of Polarization (SOP), namely, Horizontal (H), Vertical
(V), Diagonal (D) and Anti-diagonal (A). Then, the QTx emits
a single photon polarized in the direction of the selected SOP,
which is propagated through the fiber channel and received by
a Quantum Receiver (QRx). The QRx randomly and privately
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selects a binary basis and measures the received photon ac-
cording to this basis. If both QTx and QRx have chosen the
same basis, the binary measurement of the photon in the QRx
matches the bit sent by the QTx. With this method, both parties
can privately share keys with those bits that matched the bases.

Key exchange includes key distillation, where modules run-
ning beside the QTx and QRx exchange a percentage of bits
(10% as defined in [3]), so the module in the receiver can estimate
the quantum Bit Error Rate (qBER) of the transmitted key. Keys
with qBER higher than a defined threshold are discarded as they
are assumed to be tampered by an eavesdropper.

Several eavesdropping attacks to polarization-based QKD
systems can be found in the literature. The intercept and resend
eavesdropping attack [4] is a type of individual attack that entails
both measurement of intercepted photons and resending new
photons, which requires the attacker to be equipped with the
same QTx and QRx that are being utilized for the QKD system.
Another individual attack is Photon Number Splitting (PNS)
[5], which takes advantage of QTx based on weak-coherent
pulse QTx. Finally, in the collective and coherent attack [6], the
eavesdropper has access to spatial, temporal, and frequencies
degrees of freedom physical properties of the photons that
allow gaining information about the SOP, and thus, the keys.
In this article, we target at detecting the intercept and resend
attack performed between QTx and QRx, which requires less
complex hardware for the attacker. For such attacks, different
scenarios are considered where the eavesdropper has increasing
knowledge and capabilities.

Authors in [7], proposed a high accurate method to detect
eavesdropping, where resultant qBER of keys tampered by an
eavesdropper is compared to that of untapped keys. However,
since QTx needs to send photons with predefined bases, key
distribution has to be paused whenever the detection is required,
which noticeably reduces Key Exchange Rate (KER) of the
QKD system. Authors in [8] proposed a slight modification of
the polarization-encoded QKD protocol to permit the detection
of eavesdropping activities by calculating the randomness of
the bit sequence at the QRx after the key sifting procedure,
where QTx and QRx discard bits with mismatched bases. The
modification entails changing the randomness of the bit and basis
selection in the QTx, which would also decrease final KER of
the system.

However, many events during photon transmission through
the channel can impact the measurements in the QRx,
which would result into bases mismatches [9]. Specifically,
polarization-encoded QKD can be degraded by SOP distortion
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Fig. 1. DARIUS and the QKD system equipped with AI-based SOP compensator.

induced by the long fiber between QTx and QRx, as well as
by environmental events occurred in the quantum channel. In
continuous-variable QKD systems, methods for SOP compen-
sation include Kalman filters, as proposed by the authors in [10].
In discrete-variable QKD systems, feedback-based methods for
SOP compensation can be used, where normal key distribution
is interrupted to send photons with known polarization during
monitoring (Mo) intervals. In this way, Stokes parameters (<S0,
S1, S2, S3>) representing the SOP of received photons are
measured in the QRx, which can be used for SOP compensation.
In particular, the authors in [3] send horizontally polarized
photons during Mo intervals, which allowed to obtain partial
SOP information only. Other authors (see, e.g., [11], [12])
proposed reactive methods to compensate for SOP random drift
by performing multiple rotations based on qBER estimation.
Authors in [13] added D SOP to be sent during Mo interval to
compensate for qBER in both Rectangular (R) and Diagonal (D)
bases.

In our previous paper [14], we proposed an improved com-
pensation method based on Deep Neural Networks (DNN) that
was able to predict the near future SOP based on the values
measured during the last Mo intervals. However, that method as-
sumed ideal conditions with perfectly calibrated optical compo-
nents and thus, its performance might reduce in real deployments
where optical components introduce unexpected photon loss,
undesired polarization effects, and other non-ideal behaviors.

Digital twins can be helpful to improve QKD systems per-
formance. In communications systems, digital twins have been
proposed for fault management, as they can take advantage of
data, models, and algorithms [15], [16]. In [17], we presented
a preliminary design of a digital twin for polarization-encoded
QKD systems, aiming at improving KER under environmental
events. In this article, we go beyond and propose DARIUS,
a novel digital twin for polarization-encoded QKD systems.
DARIUS concatenates models of the optical components that
form the QTx and QRx, as well as the fiber connecting them,
to create a digital replica of the quantum channel. DARIUS
includes methods to: i) discern eavesdropping from fiber stress-
ing events without changing the randomness of <bit, basis>
selection nor produce further key exchange interruption. The
eavesdropping detection takes advantage of Mo intervals to
monitor discrepancies in SOP, qBER, and KER between Mo

and key exchange (Ke) intervals; and ii) help a DNN-powered
compensation method to take counter actions against higher
velocity events on the fiber.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the components in the quantum channel (qCh) and
DARIUS use cases. Section III describes DARIUS’s compo-
nents. Then, proposed solutions for eavesdropping detection and
higher velocity event compensation based on the information
coming from key distillation are detailed. The discussion is
supported by the results in Section IV. Finally, Section V draws
the main conclusion of the work.

II. QKD AND DARIUS’S OPPORTUNITIES

In this section, we first present specifications of qCh compo-
nents including functionalities and imperfections. Next, oppor-
tunities in which DARIUS can take advantage to improve the
QKD systems are presented, and three DARIUS’s use cases are
eventually introduced.

A. QKD System and qCh Components

We assume the qCh components presented in Fig. 1 (bottom),
with a QTx and QRx connected through a Single Mode Fiber
(SMF). The QTx includes a Single Photon Emitter (SPE) and a
Wave Plate that changes photons’ SOP as a function of the qubit
to be transmitted. The SMF connecting QTx to QRx impacts
the SOP and introduces photon loss and variable SOP impact is
produced when the fiber is affected by environmental conditions.
In the QRx, a balanced Beam Splitter (BS) separates the photons
and acts as the random basis selection between R and D basis
for the QKD system.

Note that the BS can introduce photon loss through its arms
[18]. Then, two Electronic Polarization Controllers (EPC) for
each basis change the SOP with either tunable retardation or
tunable orientation of its wave plates (internal characteristics
of commercially available EPCs are not precisely specified by
the manufacturers) [19]. These changes are used to compensate
for SOP distortion through the fiber. A Polarizing Beam Splitter
(PBS) separates the photons based on their SOP and acts as bit
selector. One arm (reflection) passes H polarized photons while
the other (transmission) passes V polarized ones. The PBS also
introduces photon loss through its arms. A wave plate between
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Fig. 2. Proposed interpolation method for high velocity events.

the EPC and PBS in the D basis is used to measure photons with
D or A SOP. Next, a module with four Single Photon Detectors
(SPD) counts photons. SPDs record more photons than the ones
actually hitting them; the additional portion is known as dark
count rate.

B. Opportunities and Use Cases for DARIUS

The architecture of DARIUS is presented in Fig. 1 (top),
where each block models a counterpart optical component in
the qCh. Then, the digital twin of the QKD system is defined as
a concatenation of the digital qCh component models. DARIUS
takes advantage of two repositories in the AI-based SOP com-
pensator storing SOP measurements during Mo and Ke intervals
(SOPMo_Repo and SOPKe_Repo).

As in [14], Mo intervals are assumed to track SOP fluctuations
in case of fiber stressing events. Fig. 2 shows how keys exchange
is interrupted and the QTx sends polarized photons during TO,
which the QRx can measure and tune its EPCs during TR if
needed. However, in addition to the proposed H SOP sent during
Mo periods, the QTx needs to send D SOP to detect those SOP
distortions aligned to the propagation direction of the transmitted
photons. Note that any possible SOP evolution can be tracked
by sending both H and D polarized photons. SOP trajectories
starting from H and D are different but related by the universal
rotation matrix [20], where a unique SOP distortion acts as a
universal rotation matrix that converts H and D SOPs to SOPs
with S1(H) = 1-2qBERR and S2(D) = 1-2qBERD, respectively.

Mo intervals reduce KER of the QKD system and there-
fore, true Stokes measurements cannot be performed very
frequently, which makes QKD systems especially vulnerable
against episodes of large SOP variation which leads to large
qBER and eavesdropping become indistinguishable. Nonethe-
less, the distillation process can provide useful information
of the Stokes parameters, derived from the qBER estimation
of the sifted keys. Particularly, the actual value of S1(H) and
S2(D), as well as the absolute value of S2(H), S3(H), S1(D), and
S3(D) can be obtained from the qBER estimations during the
key distillation process, without the need of real monitoring.
In this regard, large keys would produce more precise qBER
estimations at the expense of increasing the time to obtain them.
Hence, the length of the keys needs to be studied.

Apart from the length of the keys, the distance between QTx
and QRx plays a major role in the time of SOP estimation during
Ke intervals. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 3 shows the workflow
of the key exchange process. At the qCh, QTx (Alice) randomly
generates bases and bits to prepare the polarized photons for
emission (labeled 1 in Fig. 3), whereas the bases will be used

Fig. 3. QBER estimation in the QRx based on the BB84 protocol.

for key distillation. Once photons are received (2) and measured
by the QRx (Bob), bits are extracted based on their bases (3).
Xs are used for extracted bits with mismatched bases in Fig. 3.
Next, Bob sends the bases to Alice for raw key reconciliation
(4), so Alice is able to detect bits with matched bases (5). Now,
Alice sends some randomly chosen bits with matched bases to
Bob (6) for qBER estimation (7). Hence, two-way transmission
is needed for qBER estimation and the distance between QTx
and QRx should be studied.

Several use cases can be defined that take advantage of DAR-
IUS, e.g.,: 1) DARIUS can optimize the QKD system by ad-
justing the tunable parameters of the optical components before
starting key distribution. The tunable parameters in the qCh are
related to the wave plate in the QTx, as well as the EPC and SPDs
in QRx. Tunable parameters in the SPDs are delay, dead time,
gate width, detection mode and quantum efficiency. Armed with
measurements gathered from the qCh, DARIUS can provide the
needed adjustments of the optical components to eventually in-
crease KER; 2) DARIUS can distinguish between eavesdropping
and excessive qBER, which will allow to continue with the key
exchange in case of the latter. The SOP evolution is traceable
when events caused by human operator works or environmental
conditions affect the optical fiber. In contrast, eavesdropping
results into unrecognizable SOP changes [14]. Measurements
taken from SOP trajectory repositories both during Mo and Ke
intervals help DARIUS to detect eavesdropping; and 3) DARIUS
can configure the AI-based SOP compensator in the QRx to take
proper countermeasure actions against environmental events.
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Environmental events introduce fluctuations on the SOP of
transmitted photons with differential velocity as discussed in
[14]. In this case, the DNN model under operation in the SOP
compensator (DNNLow(Mo)) is not able to foresee the SOP
of incoming photons. Therefore, another DNN model trained
for higher velocity events (DNNHigh(Mo)) is needed. DARIUS
can detect the increased SOP velocity and change the model
under operation, which would increase KER by SOP distortion
compensation in different environmental conditions.

III. DARIUS SPECIFICATION AND INTELLIGENCE

In this section, we show how DARIUS improves the perfor-
mance of the QKD system by discerning eavesdropping from
high qBER, as well as taking actions against diverse environ-
mental conditions. We first present the proposed components,
which provide a digital representation of qCh components. Next,
the procedure to detect eavesdropping and differentiate it from
high qBER is described. Finally, algorithms to dynamically
address high qBER due to SOP fluctuation having different
velocity are presented. Table I summarizes the notation that is
consistently used along the rest of the article.

A. qCh Models

This section presents models to create a digital representation
of the qCh components [17]: i) the digital Qubit Generator (dQG)
and the digital wave plate (dWP) modeling the physical SPE and
the wave plate; ii) the SMF model; and iii) digital components
for the QRx, i.e., digital splitter (dS), digital EPC (dEPC), digital
polarization splitter (dPS) and digital qubit detector (dqD).

The dQG generates digital qubits (dqb) modeling their quan-
tum states as (1), whereα is the phase with respect to orthogonal
electric field (x,y) components polarized with orientation angle
θ [21]. Here, the quantum state perfectly matches the SOP of
emitted photons.

|ψdq〉 =

(
cos (θ)× eiαx

sin (θ)× eiαy

)
(1)

The dWP acts as a quantum gate and it affects the generated
dqb in the same way that an optical wave plate changes the
SOP of a photon. Equation (2) models the quantum gate with
orientation angle θ and phase retardation ϕ of the wave plate
[22].

dWPθ (ϕ) =

[
a b
c d

]
(2)

where,

a = eiϕ/2 cos2 (θ) + e−iϕ/2 sin2 (θ) (3)

b = c = −i sin (2θ)× sin (ϕ/2) (4)

d = e−iϕ/2 cos2 (θ) + eiϕ/2sin2 (θ) (5)

The SMF is modeled by using a dWP, which changes the
SOP in the same way that birefringence in the fiber affects the
photons. In addition, a loss function (LF) discards dqbs with
a probability inversely proportional to the loss rate of optical
components (6).

P (dq_Tx) = 1− Lossop_comp (6)

In the digital QRx, a digital splitter (dS) receives dqbs and
randomly outputs them through the digital reflection (dR) or
digital transmission (dT) with equal probability.

The dEPC is modeled as three dWPs, where the orientation
angles (θ1, θ2, θ3) are derived from the input and output SOP
[23]. Equation (7) computes the required quantum gates for
a fixed-retardation EPC using the matrix multiplication of the
dWPs.

dEPC = dWPθ1 (π/2) · dWPθ2 (π) · dWPθ3 (π/2) (7)

Next, the digital polarization splitter (dPS) receives dqbs and
outputs them through the dR or dT based on its quantum state
(8) and (9). Finally, the dqD receives P(dR) and P(dT) and adds
dark counts based on physical dark count rates.

P (dR) = P (H) = cos2 (θ) (8)

P (dT) = P (V ) = sin2 (θ) (9)

Table II summarizes the purpose of the qCh models and their
tunable parameters.

B. Eavesdropping Detection and Excessive qBER
Compensation

DARIUS collects measurements from the qCh and determines
whether it stops the key distribution if eavesdropping is detected
or continues the key distribution with fine SOP monitoring. In
this article, we assume that the eavesdropper has no control over
QTx and QRx qCh components, and explore three scenarios for
eavesdropping: i) the eavesdropper has no knowledge about Mo
intervals or he/she cannot perfectly synchronize with them (sce-
nario 1), so any tampering would result in S0 values noticeably
lower than 1; ii) the eavesdropper has detected Mo intervals and
he/she can insert photons with the right polarization during Mo
periods (scenario 2). In this case, discrepancies in qBERMo and
qBERKe values will reveal eavesdropping; and iii) the eaves-
dropper recognizes the strategies for eavesdropping detection
and tries to conceal the attack by aligning the discrepancies
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TABLE II
DARIUS MODELS AND TUNABLE PARAMETERS

in qBER and KER during Mo and Ke intervals, together with
emulating a SOP evolution to keep S0 close to 1 (scenario 3).
In this case, DARIUS eavesdropping detection is based on the
fact that SOP trajectories starting from H and D polarization are
related by the universal rotation matrix [20].

Let us first analyze the effect of eavesdropping in scenario
1. In a QKD system, eavesdropping consists in taking photons,
measuring them, and injecting new photons in the channel using
extracted bits from its measurements. For the sake of simplicity,
in this article, we also consider that tampering is performed at
a location close to the QTx in site A, which theoretically is
the best place for eavesdropping since the remaining optical
fiber until the QRx could mask the attack. Because at photon
transmission time only the QTx knows the true basis used to
polarize a photon, the eavesdropper has to choose its own basis,
e.g., randomly. Such decisions impact on the value of S0, which
takes values not that close to 1. Note that during Mo intervals,
S1(H) and S2(D) are related to qBER in R and D bases when
input SOPs are H and D, respectively. S0 can be computed as
(10), which should be equal to one, whereas qBER during Mo
period (qBERMo) can be computed as (11) [12].

S0 =
√
S2
1 + S2

2 + S2
3 (10)

qBERMo =
1

2
×
(
1− S1(H)

2
+

1− S2(D)

2

)
(11)

In scenario 2, differences between S1(H), S2(D), qBER and
KER measured and estimated during Mo and Ke periods, allow
eavesdropping being distinguishable from high qBER. During
the Ke period, qBERKe can be computed by averaging the partial
ones from R and D bases, denoted qBERR and qBERD (12),
while qBER(R/D) can be obtained from counted photons in the
SPDs (13).

qBERKe =
1

2
× (qBERR + qBERD) (12)

qBER(·) =
#photons SPDV(·)

#photons SPDV(·) +#photonsSPDH(·)
(13)

Fig. 4. SOPequ and EveSOP circles on the Poincaré sphere.

In scenario 3, received photons will be equally split in R and
D bases, as the eavesdropper intercepts and resends photons in
Ke intervals with random bases. This results in similar S1(H)

and S2(D) values, coming from measured qBERR and qBERD.
To cover up the attack, the eavesdropper needs to emulate

SOP changes in Mo intervals, so that S1(H) ≈ S2(D). However,
qBERR (when H polarized photons are sent) and qBERD (when
D polarized photons are sent) in Mo intervals would be similar
only if the emulated SOP changes make SOPH (SOPD) to be in
one of the two perpendicular circles (SOPequ) on the Poincaré
sphere that include the reference (i.e., H (D)), as well as A
or D (H or V) polarizations (see Fig. 4). However, SOPH and
SOPD measured in the Mo interval corresponding to a specific
eavesdropping rate will be on a circle parallel to S2-S3 and
S1-S3 plane (SOPeve) on the Poincaré sphere, respectively.
DARIUS detects eavesdropping if the eavesdropper makes SOP
changes that result in SOP points different than the intersection
points between SOPeve and SOPequ circles. In the case the
eavesdropper performs SOP changes that result in one of the
four intersection points, DARIUS cannot determine whether
there is an attack. However, because the probability to measure
equal qBERR and qBERD in several consecutive Mo intervals
with SOP variations is really low under no attack conditions,
DARIUS will stop the key exchange if that event happens.

Let us now analyze why the method to compensate for fiber
stressing events in [14] is not able to reduce qBER under
higher velocity events that produce large SOP variations. Fig. 2
illustrates a possible S1 evolution between two Mo intervals
(continuous line in Fig. 2) and the linear interpolation (dotted
lines). Using the latter to plan the rotations between the two
Mo intervals [t, t+m] would result in that such rotations would
not only not improve the qBER but also highly reduce KER
in case of large SOP variations. In contrast, our proposal for
qBER compensation is based on using information from the key
distillation process to estimate the evolution of SOP between
two Mo intervals, which will be applied to compute a much
more accurate rotation plan.

Assuming the QRx architecture in Fig. 1, the QRx can use
the Mo intervals history, as well as the estimation of SOPH and
SOPD computed between Mo intervals in case of high velocity
events, i.e., during Ke intervals, to improve the SOP compensa-
tion. Note that such estimation can be performed with a shorter
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Algorithm I: SOPKe Estimation.
INPUT: qBERR, qBERD

OUTPUT: SOPKe

1: S1(H) ← 1 - 2×qBERR

2: S+2(H)←sqrt(2 × qBERD × (1+S1(H)))
3: S+3(H)←sqrt(1-(S1(H))2-(S+2(H))2)
4: S+1(D) ← sqrt(2 × qBERD × (1+S1(H)))
5: S2(D)← 1 - 2×qBERD

6: S+3(D)←sqrt(1-(S1+(D))2-(S2(D))2)
7: return [<S1(H), S+2(H), S+3(H)>, < S+1(D), S2(D),

S+3(D)>]

Algorithm II: Eavesdropping Detection and SOP Compen-
sation.

INPUT: qBERequ, SOPMo_Repo, SOPKe_Repo,
qBERMo, avg_qBERKe

OUTPUT: eaveDetected, rotationPlan
1: last_SOPMo ← SOPMo_Repo.getCurrent()
2: S0 ←computeS0(last_SOPMo)
3: S1(H)← 1 - 2×qBERMo[R]
4: S2(D)← 1 - 2×qBERMo[D]
5: if S0 < 1 - Eve_S0thr OR qBERMo - avg_qBERKe >

Eve_qBERthr OR (S1(H)≈S2(D) AND
last_SOPMo[H] � SOPequ) then

6: return <true, ->
7: if S1(H)≈S2(D) AND NOT

SOPMo_Repo.SOPisConstant() then
8: qBERequ ++
9: if qBERequ > maxEQU then return <true, ->

10: else qBERequ← 0
11: if avg_qBERKe > 0.1 AND S1(H).velocity >

velocity_thr then
12: interm_SOPsKe

←DNN(high)Ke.predict(SOPKe_Repo)
13: next_SOPMo

←DNN(high)Mo.predict(SOPMo_Repo)
14: trajectory← linearInterpol(last_SOPMo, interm

_SOPsKe, next_SOPMo)
15: else
16: next_SOPMo ←DNN(low)Mo.predict(SOPMo_Repo)
17: trajectory← linearInterpol(last_SOPMo,

next_SOPMo)
18: return <false, rotationAndTracking(trajectory)>

period (TD in Fig. 2). Rotations computed using predictions from
either low or high velocity DNN models and from Mo and Ke
intervals are applied by the EPCs to compensate for the SOP
distortion of the received photons before being counted by the
H and V SPDs in the R and D bases.

It is worth mentioning that different EPCs are being used
in R and D bases in polarization-encoded QKD systems [24],
which entails applying different rotations to compensate for SOP
distortion. DARIUS is the responsible for switching between low

or high DNN models, in operation in the AI-based SOP compen-
sator, once no eavesdropping evidence is observed. Switching
decision is made by measuring the speed of S1(H) and S2(D)

once qBER exceeds a threshold.

C. DARIUS Intelligence

Let us now detail the different algorithms that provide intelli-
gence to DARIUS. First, Algorithm I is used to estimate SOPKe.
This algorithm is used by other algorithms, as well as to update
the repository every TD ms. 10% of the last sifted key are used to
estimate S1, abs(S2), and abs(S3) for H input SOP and abs(S1),
S2, and abs(S3) for D input SOP [13].

DARIUS includes Algorithm II for eavesdropping detection
and SOP compensation, which is run every Mo interval. The
algorithm takes as input qBERequ counter storing the number of
consecutive intervals with equal qBERR and qBERD, a reference
to SOPMo_Repo and SOPKe_Repo, the value of qBERMo in the
current Mo interval and avg_qBERKe averaging qBER captured
every TD ms in the last Ke interval. SOP in the current Mo
interval is retrieved from the Mo repository and used to compute
S0, whereas S1(H) and S2(D) are computed from qBERMo com-
ponents (lines 1–4). Next, the eavesdropping scenarios defined
in Section III-B are analyzed (lines 5–6). For the first and
second eavesdropping scenarios, S0 amplitude together with
qBERMo and avg_qBERKe values are checked. For the third
eavesdropping scenario, S1(H) and S2(D) are compared and
measured SOPH is checked to be in SOPequ. If no eavesdropping
is detected, variation of SOP is checked in case of being S1(H)

and S2(D) equal and the counter of consecutive Mo intervals is
increased; eavesdropping is detected in case the counter exceeds
some predefined value (lines 7–10).

If no eavesdropping is detected but avg_qBERKe is over the
threshold, the velocity of S1(H) is measured and compared to the
threshold (velocity_thr). If both thresholds are exceeded, high
velocity DNN models, DNN(high)Mo and DNN(high)Ke, fed with
measured SOPMo and last estimated SOPKe are used to predict
the SOP of the next Mo interval, as well as the evolution of
SOP between the current and the next Mo intervals considering
SOPKe values (lines 11–14). Otherwise, low velocity DNN
models, DNN(low)Mo, are used to predict the SOP for the next
Mo interval and linear interpolation of current and predicted
SOPs is computed and used to produce the rotation plan (lines
15–17). Recall that measured SOP during Ke intervals return
only the absolute values of S2(H), S3(H), S1(D) and S3(D). Those
values are used to feed as inputs of an additional DNN model
that predicts absolute values of SOPKe Stokes parameters for
the next Ke period. Also, rotation plans are different in R and
D bases. Then, the rotation plan includes the needed reversal
rotations to track SOP thus, ensuring that the right trajectory is
being followed. Lost photons of reversal rotations and wrong
signs’ selection must be considered in the results.

The interpolation method used in Algorithm II (Method 1)
needs at most four reversal rotations performed by the EPC
for each predicted SOPKe to reveal the sign of the Stokes
parameters. After each reversal rotation qBERR and qBERD

should be checked. As explained before, QRx needs to wait
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Algorithm III: Interpolation of the Rotation Plan (Method
2).

INPUT: last_SOPMo, next_SOPMo, interm_SOPsKe, m
OUTPUT: trajectory
1: counter = 1
2: for each SOPKe IN interm_SOPsKe do
3: if counter×TD < m/2 then
4: sign(SOPKe[S2])←sign(last_SOPMo[S2])
5: sign(SOPKe[S3])←sign(last_SOPMo[S3])
6: else
7: sign(SOPKe[S2])←sign(next_SOPMo[S2])
8: sign(SOPKe [S3])←sign(next_SOPMo[S3])
9: counter← counter + 1

10: return linearInterpol(last_SOPMo, interm_SOPsKe,
next_SOPMo)

Algorithm IV. Interpolation of the Rotation Plan (Method
3).

INPUT: trajectory, next_SOPKe, qBERR,, qBERD,,
intrpol_thr

OUTPUT: newtrajectory
1: if avg(qBERR,, qBERD) > intrpol_thr then
2: SOPKe←estimate_SOPKe(qBERR, qBERD)

(Algorithm I)
3: while qBERKe > 0.5% do
4: SOPKe←sign assumption for SOPKe

5: perform reversal rotation
6: qBERKe← avg(qBERR,, qBERD)
7: return linearInterpol(SOPKe, next_SOPKe)
8: return trajectory

until all photons of the key are received, as well as the trans-
mission time of Bob’s bases (Ttr) and Alice’s samples (Ttr) to
estimate qBERR and qBERD. In consequence, the longer the
distance between Alice and Bob, the later the estimated qBER
is available for the rotation plan. Moreover, the time for SOP
computation from the estimated qBERs in Algorithm I (Tcomp)
needs to be considered. Checking the signs of estimated SOP
every TD would entail losing photons to configure the EPC, as
well as when the assumed signs are wrong. In view of this, two
alternative interpolation methods to minimize the frequency of
checking the signs have been investigated.

Algorithm III details method 2, where the Stokes parameters’
sign in next_SOPsKe are assigned similar to either measured
SOP in the last Mo interval or predicted SOP for the next Mo
interval based on the one closer in terms of time (lines 1–9).
After sign assignments, linear interpolation is used to predict
the evolution of SOP between the current and the next Mo
intervals considering SOPKe values (line 10). Although this
method entails no stokes parameters’ sign check, its performance
can be poor and result in high qBER.

Algorithm IV describes method 3 for interpolation of the
rotation plan, which is a tradeoff between checking the signs and
high qBER. We use the rotation plan computed in Algorithm III

TABLE III
QCH’S COMPONENTS IMPERFECTIONS (BASED ON [17], [25])

as the default plan. In case the average of qBERR and qBERD

in the Ke interval is higher than the threshold (intrpol_thr),
current SOP is estimated using Algorithm I (lines 1–2). Then
reversal rotations for checking the signs are performed (lines
3–6). Recall that QRx needs to wait (3∗Ttr+ Tcomp) after each
reversal rotation to compute the qBERKe (line 6). If the qBERKe

is low enough (under 0.5%), there is no need to check more signs,
and the compensational rotations till the next predicted SOPKe

will be linearly planned (line 7).

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we first present our simulation environment
and then, we show DARIUS’s capability to detect eavesdropping
and improve the QKD system. The non-ideal behavior of qCh
components was previously verified on an experimental testbed
setup in [17], [25]. In this article, we assume those imperfections,
which are summarized in Table III.

A. Simulation Environment

The architecture of DARIUS and the QKD system presented
in Fig. 1 have been evaluated on a simulation environment
developed in Python, using IBM’s Qiskit development tools
[26]. In particular, we assume decoy-state based SPE [27] and
waveplates to polarize photons in the QTx and the SPD in [28]
in the QRx. The simulator implements DARIUS specifications
and intelligence as described in Section III, i.e.,: i) models that
mimic qCh components behavior; ii) a light key distillation
engine that computes the qBERR and qBERD from sifted keys;
iii) DNN models for SOP predictions; iv) the algorithms for
eavesdropping detector and high velocity event compensator;
and v) an optical simulator for the QKD system. Emulated events
using the experimental datasets in [29] impact the QKD system
assuming a 50 km optical channel.

In line with [27], [28], we assume photon generation and de-
tection rate of 100 Mb/s, regular BB84 with sifted KER of 45%,
and privacy amplification rate of 10% [30]. As a result, a nominal
KER of 4.5 Mb/s (100∗45%∗10% Mb/s) can be achieved with
these specifications, in the absence of SOP perturbations and
eavesdropping.

All three DNN models, i.e., DNN(low)Mo, DNN(high)Mo and
DNN(high)Ke, include four hidden layers with 400, 200, 50, and
10 neurons each with the tanh activation function. DNN(low)Mo,
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Fig. 5. Measured SOP evolution during S1 (a) and S2 axis rotation.

Fig. 6. SOP trajectories and rotation plans w.r.t. R and D bases.

DNN(high)Mo models have 80 inputs coming from 10 consecu-
tive Mo intervals, where sine and cosine of the orientation angle
and phase retardation from H and D SOPs are collected. The
DNN(high)Ke model has 400 inputs, coming from 50 consecutive
Ke intervals. The output of the DNN(low)Mo and DNN(high)Mo

are the predicted H and D SOPs in the next Mo interval, whereas
that of the DNN(high)Ke is the predicted H and D SOPs of the
next 4 Ke intervals.

DNNs are trained off-line before starting the key distribu-
tion with 3×106 samples. The SOPMo_Repo includes mea-
sured SOPMo during the last 10 consecutive Mo intervals and
the SOPKe_Repo contains all SOPKe = [<S1(H), abs(S2(H)),
abs(S3(H))>,<abs(S1(D)), S2(D), abs(S3(D))>] estimated every
TD during the last 10 Mo intervals.

B. Reference SOPs in Mo Intervals

Fig. 5 illustrates why only H or D reference SOPs sent by the
QTx would not enable the QRx to detect aligned distortion to
the propagation axis of transmitted photons. Fig. 5(a) shows
the evolution of the Stokes parameters when the QTx sends
H and D SOPs, while Poincaré sphere rotates along S1 axis.
SOP evolution is not distorted when the QTx sends H polarized
photons, but it is clearly distorted in the case of D polarized ones.
The opposite effect on the SOP is observed in Fig. 5(b), when
Poincaré sphere rotates along S2 axis; here H polarized photons
enable the QRx to detect the distortion.

Fig. 6 illustrates 0.1s of a low velocity fiber stressing event
applied to the qCh considering both R and D bases in the QRx.

Fig. 7. Eve detection under scenario 1 w.r.t. R (a) and D (b) bases.

We observe that SOP trajectories (lines) in R and D bases are
clearly different. As the velocity of the event is low, using
DNN(low)Mo and linear interpolation for the rotation plan (as
proposed in [14]) results in good performance since the QRx
can predict both trajectories and plan and apply corresponding
reversal rotations. Note that rotations (dots) are being applied
at different times by the EPCs installed in R and D bases, and
the resulting qBER and number of rotations is also different, as
shown in Fig. 6.

C. Eavesdropping Detection and Excessive qBER

Let us now evaluate eavesdropping detection and high veloc-
ity events compensation methods for the scenarios discussed
in III.B. For the sake of generality, let us consider different
eavesdropping rate computed as ratio of the transmitted photons
that are actually tampered by the eavesdropper.

Under scenario 1, Fig. 7 shows how different eavesdropping
rates impact on the value of S0 measured in Mo intervals. For
each rate, all possible SOP distortions of the transmitted photons
before eavesdropping are evaluated. Photons with less linear
SOP are slightly less helpful for revealing the eavesdropper and
vice versa, so, average, minimum and maximum S0 values are
plotted. Even extremely distorted photons reaching the eaves-
dropper disclose tampering in the channel after being measured
by the QRx. Assuming Eve_S0thr= 0.1 (which is actually a very
large threshold), even eavesdropping rates as moderate as 14%
can be detected. Because, the QTx sends H and D polarized
photons in Mo intervals to enable QRx to track all sorts of
distortions in the qCh, measured S0 of the received photons in
Mo intervals with either polarization is similarly decreased due
to the eavesdropping actions.

Fig. 8 shows eavesdropping detection under scenario 2. S1(H)

and S2(D) are measured in both Mo and Ke intervals. In the
considered set-up (50 km), TTr would be about 250 μs and
TSOP˙Est = 500 μs (round-trip time). We also consider Tcomp =
50μs. Then, total time for SOP estimation is about 550μs, which
is short enough to allow the QRx to estimate S1(H) and S2(D)

every 10ms. We observe that the values of S1(H) in Fig. 8(a)
and S2(D) in Fig. 8(b) clearly drop when the eavesdropper
tampers the qCh, which enables eavesdropping detection. Such
behavior can be analyzed together with the difference between
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Fig. 8. Eve detection under scenario 2 w.r.t. R (a) and D (b) bases. qBER and KER evolution vs. eavesdropping rate (c).

Fig. 9. Eve detection together with an environmental event under scenario 2 w.r.t. R (a) and D (b) bases. qBER and KER evolution vs. eavesdropping rate (c).

Fig. 10. Precision of SOPKe estimation (a), compensation performance w.r.t. qBER (b), and KER (c) in a B2B scenario.

expected qBERMo and qBERKe versus the real ones (Fig. 8(c)).
Considering Eve_qBERthr = 2%, the analysis clearly reveals
eavesdropping even with only 10% eavesdropping rate. Note
also that KER significantly reduces when the eavesdropping rate
increases following qBER increment, which could lead to false
diagnosis if SOP measurements in Ke intervals are not analyzed.

Fig. 9 complements the previous study in the presence of
an environmental event affecting the qCh. Even in this case,
S1(H) (Fig. 9(a)) and S2(D) (Fig. 9(b)) values can still disclose
the eavesdropping actions in the channel. In this case, qBER is
higher than the qBER threshold (10%) and keys are discarded.
However, qBER estimation during key distillation can show that

qBERMo and qBERKe (expected and real qBER) are clearly
different (Fig. 9(c)). Therefore, considering Eve_qBERthr =
2%, as in the case where no environmental events affected the
qCh, eavesdropping rates as low as 10% can be detected.

Let us now analyze the case of high qBER coming from high
velocity events. For this analysis, we assume a back-to-back
(B2B) set up. Let us first analyze the influence of the size of the
keys on the precision of the SOP estimation during Ke periods
(Fig. 10(a)). We observe that keys longer than 22k photons
result in very precise SOP estimation using key distillation
information. Fig. 10(b) and (c) show the performance of the
method of interpolation described in Algorithm II. In Fig. 10(b)
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Fig. 11. Comparison of compensation methods (a) and the performance of compensation method 3 w.r.t the threshold (b) and distance (c).

Fig. 12. SOP changes emulation w.r.t. R (a) and D (b) bases under scenario 3. Measured SOPH in Mo intervals for different Eve rates.

we observe that keys with 30k photons decrease qBER by 75%.
We found that the average reversal rotation applied by EPC is
1.12, which entails that the first rotation for checking the signs,
which assumes the signs similar to the last SOP measurement,
almost compensates for the high qBER. In Fig. 10(c), we observe
that 30k photons improve KER by 24% Therefore, keys of 30k
photons length maximize the precision of SOP estimation and
the final KER.

Next, we focus on comparing the different methods for inter-
polation of the rotation plan (Section III-C) for the B2B scenario.
Fig. 11(a) illustrates how linear interpolation can be improved
by the three proposed interpolation methods taking advantage
of the predicted SOPKe. Method 1 can improve KER by 14%
by just using predicted SOPKe without any reversal rotations for
checking stokes’ sign. Method 2 improve the linear interpolation
by 24% by always checking the signs every 10ms. Finally, the
third interpolation method (threshold-based) can improve the
QKD system by 31% as it needs less reversal rotations. Note
that distance would impact the performance of methods 2 and 3
because of the round-trip-time needed for sign checking.

In view of these results, we focus on compensation method
3 and study the impact of the value of intrpol_thr and the
distance between the QTx and the QRx. Fig. 11(b) compares the
performance of method 3 as a function of different thresholds
assuming 50 km between QTx and QRx. We observe that
intrpol_thr = 2% is the best candidate to take the counter-
measure action against deficient interpolation. Lower values

would waste photons for reversal rotations applied by the EPC
and consequently decreases KER, whereas higher values would
delay rotation decision making, which would also reduce KER.
Finally, Fig. 11(c) studies the impact of distance between QTx
and QRx assuming intrpol_thr = 2%. We observe that although
KER reduces with distance, KER is always better than that of
linear interpolation for the studied distances.

Finally, in eavesdropping scenario 3, the attacker emulates
SOP changes during Mo intervals as shown in Fig. 12(a) and
(b), respectively. Selected SOPH in Mo intervals are measured
for different eavesdropping rates (Fig. 12(c)) and checked w.r.t.
SOPequ circles for H polarization. Eavesdropping is detected in
case of mismatch.

A complete example is eventually showcased to illustrate how
DARIUS can help the QKD system to address the high qBER in
case of higher velocity events is presented. Fig. 13 reproduces
such example, where the evolution of S1(H) (as a SOP represen-
tative) and qBER are plotted. Initially, the DNN(low)Mo model is
in operation in the AI-based SOP compensator, which uses linear
interpolation to compensate for low speed events, and qBER is
well under the eavesdropping threshold (10%). At time 300ms,
an event of speed 2 rad/s affects the qCh. We observe that the
rotation points follow the SOP trajectory with good precision, so
qBER remain under the eavesdropping threshold. From 550 ms
on, the velocity of the events increases and violates the veloc-
ity_thr (3 rad/s), so DARIUS stops compensation until learning
the new conditions. As a result, qBER exceeds the threshold
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Fig. 13. Illustrative example of DARIUS operation.

and keys are discarded. DARIUS checks for eavesdropping and
both scenarios are checked and results detailed in Fig. 13 confirm
no attack. During that period, DARIUS also collects adequate
Mo and Ke intervals’ SOP measurements to feed DNN(high)Mo

and DNN(high)Ke models, in case no eavesdropping is detected.
Then, DARIUS checks the velocity of S1(H) before and after
the increased qBER and determines that velocity has increased
from 2 rad/s to 5 rad/s. In consequence, the AI model in operation
is changed to DNN(high)Mo, and threshold-based interpolation
using DNN(high)Ke model is applied. Now, the AI-based SOP
compensation method can take advantage of good predictions in
the Mo and Ke intervals, and it can perfectly compensate for the
higher velocity events and keep the qBER under the threshold.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A Digital Twin, named DARIUS, has been proposed to
improve the performance of polarization-encoded QKD sys-
tems. Precise quantum measurement of received photons en-
able DARIUS to achieve its three main objectives: i) consider
optical components’ non-ideal behaviors in the QKD system
to help the QRx discern polarization distortions in the qCh
from optical components loss; ii) help distillation engines to
distinguish between eavesdropping and high qBER in the chan-
nel; and iii) assist QRx with fine proactive compensation of
distortion due to environmental events having different velocity.
Including D polarized photons along with H ones for reference
SOPs in Mo intervals, enable the QRx to detect a larger sort
of SOP distortions in the qCh. Taking advantage of the Mo
intervals, DARIUS might not only recognize SOP distortions
but also distinguish them from eavesdropping, as both rise the
qBER.

DARIUS exhibited extraordinary accuracy in detecting eaves-
dropping by analyzing its effects on SOP. Even moderate eaves-
dropping rate of 14% could decrease S0 by 10% when attacks
are performed without knowledge of Mo intervals, whereas
eavesdropping rates as low as 10% were detected when they

are performed during Ke intervals only, as SOP during those
intervals is changed, as compared to that measured during Mo
ones.

DARIUS assists the QRx with proper actions against different
velocity of fiber stressing events in the qCh. Results showed
that DARIUS is able to measure the velocity and choose the
best solution to compensate for the effects of the events. DAR-
IUS compensation method improved KER by 31% w.r.t. linear
interpolation.
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